By operating at a very detailed level, unit tests are very susceptible to changes in production code. Writing unit tests in aspect-oriented programming can help with their maintainability. However, the existing approaches do not take into account so-called pointcut fragility: a failure to address the intended join points due to small changes in the base code. An approach to increasing unit test resilience to changes in production code by decreasing pointcut fragility is proposed in this paper. The approach is implemented in AspectJ with JUnit used as a test oracle. The approach has been evaluated on several scenarios encompassing typical code modification that render unusable the tests written in a simple object-oriented way. The approach proposed in this paper managed to make the test resilient to the most of the changes introduced by these scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Writing production code requires writing huge amounts of testing code. In particular, this is true for so-called unit tests: the tests that address the smallest testable parts. Test driven development practically requires to cover the whole production code with unit tests.
By operating at a very detailed level, unit tests are very susceptible to changes in production code. Even minor changes in production code oft en make unit tests obsolete or even pointless.
Writing unit tests in aspect-oriented programming can help with their maintainability. Aspect-oriented programming paradigm with its separation of crosscutting concerns suits well this purpose. Th e idea is that the aspects can be used to throw runtime exceptions which can be handled by the test oracles such as JUnit [1] - [3] . With aspect-oriented programming, the tests are maintained completely outside of the production code, being attached to it at the points they need to introspect, known as join points. Th ese are specifi ed declaratively as sets of well-defi ned points in program execution by constructs called pointcuts. However, the existing approaches do not take into account so-called pointcut fragility: a failure to address the intended join points due to small changes in the base code.
In this paper, we will look at the possibilities of increasing unit test resilience to changes in production code by decreasing pointcut fragility. For this, we will use the AspectJ programming language, a widely known embodiment of aspect-oriented programming based on Java. Th e rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains pointcut fragility. Section 3 proposes an approach to increasing unit test resilience to changes in production code by decreasing pointcut fragility. Section 4 presents the implementation, and Section 5 resents the evaluation of the approach. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes the paper. 
POINTCUT FRAGILITY AND TESTING

APPROACH
Here, the actual approach to increasing unit test resilience to changes in production code by decreasing pointcut fragility is proposed. Th e approach assumes the unit tests are written in AspectJ, while the production code is written in Java. Fig. 1 . Th e classes being tested inherit from Testable First of all, if we are able to identify all the classes and methods that need to be tested and if we can provide them with good and stable structure and names as we design them, we can overcome future problems with fragile pointcuts. Of course, we can hardly predict all the changes to come.
In most cases, we are simply faced with the code to be tested without the possibility to redesign it to ease the testing. Even under such circumstances, we can identify the classes to be tested. We need a mechanism to put all these classes under a common handle. One way of doing this is to make the tested classes inherit from a special common class. Th is is exactly what is being used in the approach proposed in this paper. Th is common supertype for all classes to be tested is named Testable. Th e easiest way to ensure inheritance without having to modify the production code is to use the declare parents AspectJ inter-type declaration. Th anks to inheritance, the testing aspect can refer to all these classes regardless of their names and how they change over time. For Testable, an interface could have been used instead of a class, which would spare the only possible extends relationship at the classes to be tested. Pointcuts are established around the Testable class as a common supertype with a reasonable use of wildcards in signatures within the pointcuts. Java refl ection is used to access necessary objects within advice bodies. All this accommodates future changes in method signatures.
Th e actual tests are implemented as aspects. As with all tests, the tests implemented as aspects signal undesired situations. Th e signaling is implemented so that the aspect that implements a test raises a dedicated exception denoted as TestingException. Th is exception is derived from the original Java Exception class and it points to the place where its instance occurred.
Th e test oracle is running the code which is being tested. Aft er the target pointcut has been reached, the testing aspect-oriented code is executed. If this code does not raise a TestingException, the test has passed.
IMPLEMENTATION
Consider the situation depicted in the upper part of Figure 1 . Th e MessageHandler class represents a message handling unit which handles incoming messages through its processMessage() method.
As is depicted in the lower part of Figure 1 , both of these classes should inherit from the Testable class, which implements the class refl ection through the getProperties() method. Th is method returns a HashMap of properties for a given instance.
As a test oracle, the implementation presented here uses the JUnit framework. Each test calls some method of one of the classes being tested and catches a TestingException. If the exception occurs, the test is considered to have failed.
Consider these two unit tests:
1. Before adding a Messageobject to the MessageHandler queue, the actual queue object must be initialized 2. Th e messages with a specifi c value assigned are not to be added to the queue within the processMessage() method call Th eir implementation could look like this: Th e fi rst test is implemented by the initReached() and addReachedHandler() pointcuts and fi rst two pieces of advice (of the aft er and before type). Th e second test is implemented by the addReachedMessage() pointcut and the remaining piece of around advice. Th e declare parents statement is used to introduce the inheritance.
EVALUATION
Th e increased unit test resilience to changes has been evaluated on several scenarios applied to the situation presented in the previous section:
1. Changing the MessageHandler class name. In this scenario we changed the MessageHandler class name to Handler and to SomeThing. Th e testing aspects were able to handle the names derived from Handler. In case of SomeThing, they failed.
2. Changing the name of the Message class. In this scenario we changed the name of Event. Because our aspects are using wildcards, all the modifi cations to parameter names were fi ne.
3. Adding an extra argument to the processMessage() method. We added an integer argument named j to the method call. Th e testing aspects handled this situation.
4. Renaming an argument in the processMessage(). We renamed the msg argument to msg2. Th e testing aspects handled this situation, too.
5. Renaming the init() method. We renamed the init() method to initQueue() and prepareQueue(). Th e same problem occurred as in the fi rst scenario. Since we rely on the method name to contain the init string, we are unable to handle situations where this string is not present.
Each of these scenarios would make the tests written in a simple object-oriented way obsolete or broken.
Here, it has been demonstrated that just by adding wildcards to pointcut defi nitions and making all tested classes inherit from the Testable class using the corresponding AspectJ inter-type declaration, the testing aspects can be made more resilient to code refactoring changes.
RELATED WORK
Xu and Yang proposed a method for unit testing using aspects [2] . Th ey identifi ed that the separation of crosscutting concerns suites well to unit testing. Th ey used so-called application specifi c aspects for testing functionality of a program. Th ey also used testing aspects to raise runtime exceptions. Th ey implemented the tests in the Aspect-Oriented Test Description Language (AOTDL). AOTDL code can be translated by JAOUT/translator to AspectJ code. In the end, they used JAOUT/translator for automatic generation of JUnit test classes. Th ese play a role of test oracles that handle test exceptions from the testing aspects.
Xu and Yang also presented JAOUT as a tool for automatic generation of unit tests using testing aspects [3] . Combining both of their approaches, their tool was able to test the code with given testing aspects written in AOTDL.
Sakurai and Masuhara proposed test based pointcuts [1] . Th ey used unit tests to specify join points at which the actual aspects are being weaved. Th e whole process consists of two main steps. First, unit tests (implemented using JUnit) are executed and the sequences of the join points they address are being recorded. Aft erwards, when one of the recorded sequence matches, the corresponding aspect is weaved. Th is approach mitigates the eff ect of pointcut fragility. Sakurai and Masuhara used a special notation like:
for specifi cation of pointcuts. Th ey used the AspectBench Compiler to develop their prototype.
Using aspect-oriented programming for testing is widely present in the JBoss server. Th e principle is the same as with the previous approaches. Th e aspects used for testing the functionality are throwing exceptions in case of failure and the test oracles are catching them. According to the documentation, 1 aspects are defi ned in separate XML fi les and they can be added or replaced 1 http://docs.jboss.org/aop/1.3/aspect-framework/userguide/ en/html/ at runtime. Mock objects are used for actual testing, and the JUnit framework is used as a test oracle.
Hughes et al. [6] reported using aspect-oriented programming to test a distributed system called the AGnuS. In their work, they identifi ed several key problems in dealing with soft ware testing. One of them is the reuse of testing code in other applications, which is very close to the objective of the approach proposed in this paper. For this, Hughes et al. enriched AspectJ syntax with special tags which use Java refl ection API. Th e approach proposed in this paper does not require any changes to the underlying programming languages, i.e., Java and AspectJ.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
An approach to increasing unit test resilience to changes in production code by decreasing pointcut fragility has been proposed in this paper. Pointcut fragility is decreased by imposing a common supertype on tested classes and, consequently, by establishing pointcuts around this common supertype with a reasonable use of wildcards in signatures within the pointcuts accompanied by using refl ection to access necessary objects within advice bodies to accommodate future changes in method signatures. Th e approach is implemented in AspectJ with JUnit used as a test oracle.
Th e approach has been evaluated on several scenarios encompassing typical code modifi cation that render unusable the tests written in a common object-oriented way. Th e approach proposed in this paper managed to make the test resilient to the most of the changes that have been made to the production code.
Th e approach could be extended to employ a synonym dictionary to generate additional (predicted) possibilities and build them into pointcut declarations. JAOUT tool [3] could be used to automate this process. However, this needs to be balanced, as extensive pointcuts may obscure the intent. Furthermore, automatically recorded tester actions over the system being tested [7] could be used to interactively generate pointcuts.
3D visualization of soft ware models [8] - [10] , along with virtual reality [11] , [12] could be used to model and generate more robust pointcuts. More robust pointcuts would be of help in aspect-oriented refactoring [13] , in capturing events in complex event processing [14] , [15] , and in defi ning language semantics through aspects [16] .
